When viewing your Transfer Transcript and Evaluation, a **course equivalency** indicates that a transferred course has a direct Binghamton course equivalent. Example: Microeconomics from the transfer school equals Binghamton’s ECON 160 Microeconomics. When known, equivalencies are placed on your preliminary transfer credit evaluation.

When a course equivalency is not readily known, the placeholder **XXX** is used. Example: Transfer school ECON course from the transfer school equals Binghamton’s ECON XXX (unspecified ECON course).

Please keep in mind:

- You are receiving credit for both courses bearing equivalencies and for courses bearing an XXX.
- Courses bearing an XXX that are possibly applicable towards the major will be evaluated by departmental advisers at orientation. If necessary, equivalencies will be established at that time.
- Not every course on a transfer record will require an equivalency to count toward the degree.